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Abstract
Intelligent voice assistants may soon become proactive,

offering suggestions without being directly invoked. Such
behavior increases privacy risks, since proactive operation
requires continuous monitoring of conversations. To mitigate
this problem, our study proposes and evaluates one potential
privacy control, in which the assistant requests permission for
the information it wishes to use immediately after hearing it.

To find out how people would react to runtime permission
requests, we recruited 23 pairs of participants to hold conver-
sations while receiving ambient suggestions from a proactive
assistant, which we simulated in real time using the Wizard
of Oz technique. The interactive sessions featured different
modes and designs of runtime permission requests and were
followed by in-depth interviews about people’s preferences
and concerns. Most participants were excited about the de-
vices despite their continuous listening, but wanted control
over the assistant’s actions and their own data. They gener-
ally prioritized an interruption-free experience above more
fine-grained control over what the device would hear.

1 Introduction

For many systems, privacy is an afterthought, with mitigations
added after users have already adopted the product. This paper
aims to reverse that trend by studying privacy solutions for a
still-nascent technology: proactive intelligent assistants.

Smart speakers and other forms of voice assistants are
highly popular, reaching hundreds of millions of people
around the world [50]. Today, they are mostly invoked through
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wake-words (e.g., “hey Siri”), but developers have deployed
or are experimenting with more proactive features, such
as reacting to sounds [99], identifying commands proac-
tively [74], or removing wake-words altogether [55, 96]. Re-
search prototypes have gone beyond this by offering contex-
tually relevant information based on the content of conversa-
tions [12,65,82,91]. In this project, we aim to prepare for the
possibility that this technology becomes commonly available
in the future.

Proactivity and contextual suggestions rely on the assistant
continuously recording conversations, which is a clear privacy
risk that will compound the many concerns people already
have about smart speakers [2, 27, 42, 54, 60]. Nevertheless,
consumers appear interested in this technology [85,90], so we
should not expect them to reject it outright. Instead, we need
to find ways to improve the privacy of those who do adopt it.

One way to restrict what assistants hear can be through
permissions, such as those used by smartphones to limit apps’
access to sensitive resources like location or camera. In fact,
existing voice assistants already rely on permissions: Alexa,
for example, shows them when installing “skills” (third-party
add-ons) that access access certain information, such as users’
names, addresses, or emails [8]. However, research has shown
that install-time permissions are ineffective due to issues with
attention and comprehension [36,37,46,78]. As a result, in the
mobile context, they have been largely supplanted by runtime
permissions (i.e., asking at the time of data access) [23, 41].

Would runtime permissions be an effective privacy
control for proactive assistants? Our study aims to investi-
gate this question. To explore it, we simulated the experience
of interacting with a proactive voice assistant for 23 pairs of
participants. They tested several different permissions designs,
triggered by different “apps” during the interactive session,
and were interviewed about their preferences. This paper re-
ports the themes that emerged. Our results help illuminate the
design space of permissions for intelligent assistants and allow
us to offer recommendations for this nascent technology.



2 Related work

This section surveys existing work that our study builds on.

Proactive assistants Proactive assistants are a specific in-
stance of ambient computing, which has seen considerable
research in the field of human-computer interaction. We draw
inspiration for the behavior of the assistant in our study from
the following examples. The Ambient Spotlight [49] auto-
matically searched for files relevant to a recorded meeting.
Carrascal et al. [24] studied how to surface important de-
tails from transcribed phone calls. IdeaWall [82] ambiently
displayed web search results relevant to conversations hap-
pening in real time. Similarly, Andolina et al. [12] developed
a proactive search agent to assist people in natural conver-
sations. Brown et al. [21] and McGregor et al. [65] focused
specifically on meetings and automatically identifying action
items that the computer could execute. Tabassum et al. [85]
had participants propose proactive services based on real-life
conversations. Wei et al. [91] prototyped a proactive smart
speaker that used contextual awareness to pick opportune mo-
ments to engage with its users, in order to support medication
reminders and other health and fitness interventions. Völkel
et al. [90] prompted participants to imagine dialogues with a
perfect voice assistant, finding that people want them to have
detailed knowledge about the user and behave proactively. We
modeled the assistant in our study on these examples, deciding
that it would listen continuously to conversations, proactively
perform web searches, and ambiently display their results to
the user. Our work further contributes to this literature by
reporting people’s experiences using a proactive assistant.

Privacy concerns Our goal of developing effective privacy
controls for proactive voice assistants is motivated by the
threats they pose and the privacy concerns even existing (i.e.,
not always-listening) devices elicit. Since permissions are
meant to safeguard particularly-sensitive resources, we draw
on the literature about privacy concerns to understand what
people consider most worth protecting.

Privacy concerns are ubiquitous among smart device
users, both administrators [97, 98] and especially secondary
users [38, 51, 95]. Furthermore, researchers have found that
people have heightened privacy expectations when it comes
to voice interactions [27, 54], and voice assistants elicit spe-
cial concerns [61]. Lau et al. [56] found that concerns are
present, but distinct, among users and non-users. A common
finding has been of gaps in users’ understanding of their de-
vices. Abdi et al. [2] found incomplete threat models; Malkin
et al. [60] discovered incorrect beliefs about data retention;
Major et al. [58] identified confusion about third-party skills;
and Huang et al. [42] observed suboptimal risk management
strategies. This paper contributes to this literature by docu-
menting privacy concerns about proactive assistants.

Install-time and runtime permissions A key motivation
of this study’s focus on runtime permissions were findings

on limitations of install-time permissions. In smartphones,
when users had to review permissions before installing apps,
studies found low attention and comprehension rates, which
were only slightly improved by redesigned interfaces [47]
and nudges [6]. Interviews by Kelley et al. [46] showed that
people did not understand permissions, a finding confirmed
by Felt et al. [37], whose surveys and lab studies also found
that only 17% of users paid attention to permissions.

As a result of the limitations of install-time permissions,
smartphone platforms have largely moved to relying on run-
time permissions [41], in which requests are issued when the
app attempts to access data. While showing improved perfor-
mance, runtime permissions have their own limitations. They
are typically implemented as “ask on first use,” but studies
have shown that people want to deny some requests even if
they approved the initial one [92]. Users still misunderstand
things, for example the scope of the requests [81], though this
can be improved by better timing and explanations [34]. One
of the main contributions of our study is testing such runtime
permissions in a novel context—proactive assistants—and
documenting users’ reactions and potential pitfalls.

3 Methods

Here, we describe our approach to investigating whether run-
time permissions could provide effective privacy controls.

3.1 Assumptions
Proactive assistant devices do not exist yet, so, in order to have
a concrete basis for our study, we needed to make a variety of
assumptions and design choices. We note that these represent
just one possible set of options in a large design space.

Threat model Modern voice assistant ecosystems encom-
pass several layers of trust. In addition to their core first-party
functionality, they feature tens of thousands of third-party
apps [7] (also known as “skills” or “actions”), which have
been the source of a number of privacy and security vulnerabil-
ities [25, 53, 67]. In this study, we assumed that platforms are
trusted with all audio and are responsible for administering
permissions, and our permission system’s task is to mediate
and restrict third-party apps’ access to speech. Specifically,
the system should deny any attempt to access information not
relevant to an app’s stated purpose.

A limitation of this threat model is that users may distrust
the assistants’ manufacturers [2] and struggle to distinguish
them from their apps [58]. However, the primary alternative
is for privacy controls to be implemented by a trusted third
party; but who might they be and why should users trust them?
We therefore believed our simplification would lead to fewer
hypotheticals for our participants. Moreover, any findings
about permission systems with this model are likely to be
applicable in settings where the assistant is also distrusted.



Architecture Runtime permission requests may feature in
a variety of different assistant architectures, and the experi-
ments in this paper could inform any of them. However, to
make it clear why permissions in our study refer to specific
information, we now describe a particular architecture, which
is the basis of our study’s permission implementation.

Under our network-restricted architecture, third-party ap-
plications gain full access to all audio, but run completely
sandboxed from the outside world.1 Most apps will still re-
quire some online functionality (to get or receive data) and
apps are allowed to make network requests, but any user con-
tent must be in the form of transcript snippets, and they must
be reviewed and approved by the user.2 The following is a
sample sequence of events for a weather app:

1. The user says something. (“Is it warm in Hawaii?”)
2. The app decides this speech is relevant to it. (Per our

architecture assumptions, this happens in a sandbox.)
3. The app identifies the information it wants to share over

the network. (e.g., the location, Hawaii)
4. The user is then shown the permission request, if appro-

priate. (“May the weather app share ‘Hawaii?”’)
5. If the user approves, the requested information can be

sent to the server.

3.2 Permission frequency
The user experience of runtime permissions has many param-
eters [34]. For us, one of the main ones is whether every data
access attempt generates a user-visible permission request.

Ask every time One option is to ask the user every time
an app wants access to a sensitive resource. This guarantees
that a human reviews and assents to every permission request.
However, frequent or repeated requests are likely to annoy
users and result in fatigue [5] and habituation [88, 89].

Ask on first use (“Rules”) Smartphone permission sys-
tems, where asking every time is impossible [92], show a
permission dialog once per resource, per app. The risk of this
approach is that an app could make an appropriate permission
request the first time around, but then later access the same
resource at inappropriate times [81]. We felt that a higher de-
gree of restriction would be appropriate for proactive services
and therefore extended the ask-on-first-use design to scope an
app’s access to a specific entity or type of speech. Examples
of subjects for Rules include locations, date, numbers, types
of speech, categories of physical objects, or emotions:

• Always allow the weather app access to locations
• Always allow the events app access to dates and times
• Always allow the supermarket app access to groceries

1One implementation is for apps to run on the device itself. Current
computational constraints make this challenging, but it may be less so in the
future. Alternately, the sandbox could be on manufacturer-controlled servers.

2Side-channel attacks are possible, but are out of scope in this work.

Contextually relevant permissions (“Learning”) In dif-
ferent permission contexts, researchers have trained machine
learning models to predict whether people would allow or
deny a given permission request [17, 26, 29, 32, 57, 93]. We
hypothesized that a similar system may be possible for proac-
tive assistants. We leave the exact details of this Learning
approach implementation unspecified, as we believe that it
may not be feasible with today’s natural language processing
capabilities. Instead, we study an idealized version of what
might plausibly become possible at some point in the future.

We selected the above modes for our study because we
considered them representative and easiest to explain to par-
ticipants. Other possibilities include randomizing requests,
asking for user involvement only on anomalous requests (e.g.,
weather app accessing food), or aggregating permissions and
asking users to review all requests that happened during a
given period (e.g., once a week).

3.3 Study design
At a high level, our study encompassed three activities—
explanation, interaction, and interview—that repeated three
times: once for each of the permission modes (§3.2). We chose
a within-subjects design to allow participants to reflect on the
differences between the modes and express their preferences.

Our introduction included a demonstration of the “features”
of the assistant, including the runtime permissions. This was
followed by an interactive session where participants engaged
with the assistant. The first interactive session lasted five
minutes and featured the ask-every-time permission design.
The two subsequent sessions were each 10 minutes long,
testing the Rules and Learning designs in randomized order.

Interactive simulation We simulated the experience of a
proactive assistant for our participants, providing a realistic
interface, but with a researcher performing the actions ex-
pected from the software. This “Wizard of Oz” technique is
common in user experience research [31,45,62,76]. The inter-
face took the form of a smart display, such as Echo Show and
Nest Hub and inspired by research prototypes from ambient
computing [12, 82]. The “assistant” would passively listen
to conversations and ambiently display relevant suggestions.
To ensure more natural dialogue, we recruited participants in
pairs of people who already knew each other.

Wizard of Oz implementation Our study was conducted
remotely, over a video call. For the interactive portion of the
study, the interviewer shared their screen, which contained
a browser window showing the presentation view of a rapid
prototyping tool;3 this represented the assistant’s display. The
interviewer would update the screen, as quickly as possible,
based on conversation content and commands.

The content on-screen would be either a permission request
or (if permission had been granted) information relevant to

3https://www.figma.com

https://www.figma.com


Figure 1: Sample interface view, as seen by participants,
with the Rules design

the discussion topic (see Figure 1). Examples of the latter
included weather, tourist information, ticket prices, etc. To
accomplish this, the interviewer entered relevant keywords
into a search engine, took screenshots of the summary boxes
returned, and pasted the screenshots into the prototyping tool.
For the permission requests, we had pre-made templates for
each app, which the interviewer updated with speech from
the participants, then brought into the viewport.

Due to the manual nature of the simulation, there was an
average delay of approximately 5–25 seconds between when
participants said something and when the corresponding vi-
sual appeared on screen. We warned participants about this
delay upfront, and while many commented on it, others found
it acceptable even for a real system.

Task selection To guide people’s conversations and ensure
they covered topics for which the assistant could offer sug-
gestions, we provided participants with prompts, one for each
of the three interactive rounds: cooking dinner, arranging
weekend plans, and planning a vacation. For each of these
topics, we came up with a selection of proactive apps that
would be listening, for example Recipes and Shopping List
(for cooking) and Flights and Weather (for making plans).
(See Appendix A for complete list.)

Permission designs A major design consideration was
whether permission requests would be presented visually or
using audio. We opted for a combination, with the request pre-
sented on-screen (to match the modality of the suggestions)
but accompanied by an audible bell. We also included this
design choice as one of the discussion topics in our interview.

We came up with a design and behavior pattern for each
of the permission modes (§3.2). The default permission de-
sign was a dialog box with two “buttons,” Allow and Deny
(Figure 2a). Participants were instructed to say one of these
words out loud to signal their preference. The same dialogue
was used for the Learning variant, but it was shown only once
or twice for each app, as a simulation of the assistant having
“learned” the user’s preferences. The Rules variant permission
request featured two additional choices: Always allow and

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Sample permission request for (a) ask-every-
time and Learning designs and (b) Rules design

Always deny (Figure 2b). These options were adjusted for
each relevant app and data type (e.g., Always allow Calendar
access to dates).

As part of our explanations, we told our participants that
both the Rules and Learning designs had an extra feature:
a “review mode” that allowed users to see what decisions
were made automatically on their behalf and change them
if necessary. Participants could invoke this mode during the
simulation by asking to review their permissions. If they did
so, we showed them a separate screen that contained copies of
approved or denied permission requests. One of our research
questions was whether participants would make use of this.

Misbehaving apps Most apps in the simulation were in-
tended to perform correctly, only asking permission for perti-
nent information at relevant times. However, we also wanted
to see how people would react to inappropriate permission re-
quests. This would also serve as a basic test of the permission
system’s effectiveness at preventing malicious apps. To that
end, during each of the interactive sessions, participants en-
countered a permission request from a new, previously unseen
app, which would request access to the last thing said, even
though it had no relevance to the app’s actual functionality.
The three misbehaving apps were Celebrity gossip, Bedtime
stories, and Smart lightbulb. We chose them because they
were plausible apps for an intelligent assistant generally, but
unlikely to come up in conversations on the topics we pro-
vided to participants. To make this “attack” more random, we
tried to vary when in the conversation it happened.

Interview questions After each interactive session, we in-
terviewed the pair of participants about their experience. Our
questions covered general impressions of the proactive assis-
tant and specific feedback about the permission prompts. We
also collected perceptions and preferences for the different
permission modes. Finally, we asked directly about privacy
with respect to the proactive assistant, including any concerns
people had and controls they wished to see in a device. The
complete interview guide can be found in Appendix B.

Analysis We analyzed the interviews in our study using an
inductive approach to thematic analysis [20]. Two coders re-
viewed each interview and created a codebook with themes



identified across responses. After agreement was reached,
both coders annotated passages with themes from the code-
book. We did not compute interrater reliability, as it is not well-
defined when the unit of analysis is an entire interview [15,64].
We also did not compute statistics, as the small scale of quali-
tative research does not lend itself to quantitative generaliza-
tions [68]; instead, we report the range and general prevalence
of different attitudes.

3.4 Recruitment and demographics
We recruited participants for our study by advertising a “com-
puter gig” on Craigslist in different locales in the United
States. A screening survey asked for basic demographics and
three free-response questions about the respondent’s use of
smart home devices. When inviting people to the main study,
we tried to balance different levels of experience with smart
home technologies: low (limited or no usage of voice as-
sistants), moderate (usage of smart speakers only), and high
(multiple smart home devices besides smart speakers). Among
those who completed the study, 65% used a smart speaker and
39% had other smart devices. We also aimed to balance our
sample demographically. All procedures were IRB-approved.

Our screening survey was completed by 176 people, from
whom we selected 23 pairs to participate in the study. The ma-
jority of the pairs (52%) consisted of spouses or partners, 30%
were made up of family members, and the others were friends
or roommates (9% each). Among the 46 participants, 57%
were female; the mean age was 37; and 30%, 28%, 24%, and
18% self-identified, respectively, as White, Black, Asian, and
of multiple or different ethnicities. The study session lasted 90
minutes, and participant pairs received $60 in compensation
(to be shared by the two people).

3.5 Limitations
Our work has a number of limitations, which are driven in
large part by the hypothetical nature of our target devices.
Wizard of Oz simulations may elicit different reactions com-
pared with real-world deployments; the time delay in ours
further reduces realism. Runtime permissions, the focus of
this paper, are just one type of privacy control; future work
may investigate others. Some of our assumptions about ar-
chitecture as well as the Learning mode may currently be
impractical; but this may change due to the rapid progress
of machine learning and other computing fields. Also, this
work’s threat model focuses on assistants and their apps and
does not address the privacy threats posed by intra-household
dynamics [28, 38, 51].

While smart displays (e.g., Echo Show) are becoming more
widespread, most users currently interact with intelligent as-
sistants through voice. Yet, a proactive assistant needs to pro-
vide suggestions ambiently, and we chose to deliver these on a
screen, because this matched prototypes in literature [12, 82],
while audio-based ambient suggestions had not previously

been studied on their own. After deciding on this, we felt
that having audio permission requests to go along with visual
suggestions would be confusingly inconsistent, opting for per-
missions to also be requested visually (though accompanied
by an audible bell). Since interaction modality can affect pri-
vacy perceptions [27], future work should investigate whether
user reactions differ towards voice-based permissions.

Overall, our study required design choices that involve
simplification and guesswork; nonetheless, we took care to
control for and isolate privacy-relevant aspects of the system,
so that our findings would be generalizable and could shed
light on proactive assistants, even if the eventual products’
exact implementation details will differ.

4 Results

This section describes participants’ behavior during the in-
teractive sessions and reports the major themes that resulted
from analyzing the interview portions of our study.

General perceptions When making sense of the proactive
assistant’s functionality, existing smart speakers were a base-
line for feature comparison: “It just seems like an enhanced
Alexa” (P16B). We found that our participants were, on the
whole, receptive and even enthusiastic about the idea of a
proactive assistant when it was first introduced to them. One
of the closing questions in our interview was whether the
participants would choose to adopt a proactive assistant. With
only a few exceptions, our participants agreed that they would.

“I think it’s nice that you don’t have to call out the name
because it’s already picking up on the conversation” (P16A)

Though participants perceived proactivity positively, they
were aware of its privacy implications. For example, a number
of participants relayed stories of existing devices listening at
unexpected times, such as voice assistants interrupting a con-
versation to answer a question no one asked. Such accidental
activations remain a regular occurrence [33, 79].

4.1 Privacy perceptions
When we asked participants for their initial reactions, only
a small fraction mentioned privacy, but the subsequent inter-
views revealed nuanced and situation-dependent viewpoints.
This relative nature of privacy perceptions is consistent with
other research [94] as well as the theory of contextual in-
tegrity [69], which argues that privacy expectations depend
not only on data type, but also on contextual factors including
the data subject, recipient, and transmission principle. In this
way, our findings echo those of many other privacy studies.
Despite the potential repetitiveness, we report these results to
convey that context holds constant even with a new and poten-
tially controversial technology like always-listening devices.



Privacy nihilism A very small number of people claimed
that they do not care about privacy at all, repeating the com-
mon trope about having nothing to hide:

“I think we’re very average people, you know, and privacy is
not an issue, at least for us.” (P4B)

“I guess I don’t have too much to hide.” (P22B)

Resignation A more common opinion, though still in the
minority, was privacy resignation, a phenomenon that has
been observed in other contexts as well [80]. While these
people valued their information, they felt that attempts to
protect it would, to a large extent, be futile because modern
technology is designed to collect as much data as possible.

“In this day and age, everybody’s recording everything.”
(P21B)

“We have technology everywhere, like that’s kind of beyond
us at this point.” (P23A)

The other common reason for resignation was the belief in
hackers’ ability to obtain almost any information:

“Anybody can hack into anything.” (P17A)
“There’s always third parties out there now. If they really want
to hack in anything it’s easy—so easy—for them.” (P12B)

Worries about hackers were common even among those
who did not express quite such an absolute conviction about
attackers’ abilities. As evidence, participants cited recent high-
profile cyberattacks that had been reported in the media. P1A,
for example, felt that the government was powerless to stop
these (“they can’t secure nothing”).
Privacy contradictions Even the people who claimed that
they were not concerned about privacy actually demonstrated
nuanced views. (This is consistent with much research on
the so-called “privacy paradox” [84].) For instance, P9B de-
scribed themselves, “I’m pretty much an open book. I mean,
I think a lot of people worry too much about privacy.” Yet,
shortly thereafter, they provided an explicit example of data
types they did consider private: “If I ask [my partner] for a
social security number, if I’m filling it out, you know, I may not
want [the assistant] to do things like that.” P17A drew a clear
distinction between two privacy-invasive behaviors, one that
they did not mind and another they considered unacceptable:

“I don’t really care that they’re kind of tracking me in a way,
but I don’t want someone to break into the system and find
out where I am and stuff. That’s scary.” (P17A)

Consistent with the theory of contextual integrity [69], this
example illustrates that while P17A finds some data flows
acceptable, others would be considered norm violations.
General privacy concerns The majority of our participants
articulated some privacy concerns about always-listening de-
vices, either organically over the course of the interview, or di-
rectly, when prompted. Often, these concerns were attributed
to “some people,” rather than themselves:

“I think this would be something that I feel like a lot of people
would be concerned about.” (P18A)

Only a couple of interviewees expressed discomfort with
the always-listening nature of the device more generally.
(P1A, for example, referenced Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-
Four [71]). On the whole, though, always-listening did not
bother people; instead, there was specific information and
scenarios that they were concerned about.

Sensitive data types Consistent with popularly held no-
tions about what is considered private information [22, 73]
and research on voice assistants and their third-party apps [3],
the most common data type participants worried about was fi-
nancial information, such as bank accounts, credit card details,
social security numbers, or account credentials.

“Anything that has to do with my banking information, any-
thing about money.” (P16B)

“Like your address, your social security number.” (P15A)
“I’m talking to customer care and they ask me for my credit
card details or my PIN.” (P20B)

Participants were also worried about the device overhear-
ing conversations on subjects they considered sensitive, with
several highlighting gossip as a specific example.

“Let’s say we’re gossiping.” (P19B)
“What if I’m talking to someone, you know? We’re planning
a funeral or something? Maybe I don’t want Alva4 listening.
And maybe that person is sharing stuff and they don’t want
it listening.” (P8A)

The latter quote also demonstrates concerns about non-
owners of the assistant whose voice might be captured against
their will. Tensions between primary and secondary users are
a common feature of smart homes [38, 51, 95].

While medical information is often considered sensitive in
the United States [30, 73], only two participants brought it up
in our interviews.
“I wouldn’t want the whole world to know my medical history.”
(P1A)

“When it comes to financial and medical things, that should
obviously be protected.” (P19A)

A few people referenced arguments or disputes as another
example of a specific sensitive conversation subject.

“We got into an argument and we’re going, ‘he said, she
said.’ ” (P7B)

“If we’re ever having, let’s say, an argument. Or we’re, you
know, having a tough conversation or something.” (P4A)5

4Alva is the name we used for the intelligent assistant in our study.
5In this case, however, the interviewee felt that there actually could be a

role for a (sufficiently smart) assistant to step in and mediate: “It would say,
hey, take a break. You two should take some time apart right now.”



Other examples of sensitive conversations that participants
came up with included “family matters” (P2A), relationships
and cheating—“I’m having an affair with somebody” (P1A)—
and business calls made while working from home.

“Now it’s work from home, or I might be just calling a col-
league and talking. [. . . ] That’s confidential.” (P20B)

While most concerns focused on specific data types, such
as the ones above, one person brought up the issue of metadata
leakage, pointing out that even innocuous conversations could
reveal potentially sensitive details. They felt, therefore, that all
data—not just “private” conversations—merited protection.

“Anything can be used. Like me making a dinner reservation
for seven o’clock is not a problem, until the stalker breaks
into my house and wants to find out what I’m doing at seven
o’clock. So it could be information that’s not harmful. But
in the wrong hands, it can become harmful.” (P19A)

Indeed, a variety of inferences can be made from voice
even without considering content [52], and advertisers have
sought to exploit all information available to them [66].
Data uses Some of the concerns voiced by participants fo-
cused on what would happen with their information—for
example, who would get it, where it would be stored, and for
how long—rather than the specifics of the data. Concretely, a
number of people expressed discomfort with the possibility
of their data being sold.

“If they were selling my information and then if I was wanting
to plan a trip to Hawaii and then suddenly I received calls
from my travel agent or something.” (P14A)

Intra-household data leakage Several participant pairs
brought up the possibility that the assistant would overhear
conversations and later reveal their contents, in one way or an-
other, to other members of the household, leading the person
to find out secrets others are keeping from them.

“Maybe something that you discussed—it was really really
private—popped up on the screen and somebody else in the
house saw it.” (P6A)

Secrets need not be a sign of malfeasance or problems in
the household, but are instead benign everyday occurrences:

“Kids, they’re very nosy, so they don’t need to know every-
thing. What if you’re planning a surprise party and they’re
going to want to be, like, oh what were mom and dad talking
about?” (P10A)

“Let’s say I’m throwing a surprise dinner for [partner]. [. . . ]
But then [the partner is at] home and [assistant] just starts
blurting out next week’s plans, and I’m, like, did I freaking
tell you to do that?” (P19A)

Impactful actions Overwhelmingly, concerns expressed by
participants in our study focused on impactful action the as-
sistant might take. These worries—that the assistant would do

something the user would disapprove of—were much more
common than concerns about what would happen with data.

While different in kind, the contexts for these concerns
were similar to the data types above. For example, the top
concern was that the assistant would take actions with finan-
cial consequences, such as buying items or booking tickets.

“I want to make my own financial decisions.” (P1A)

People also worried about social consequences that might
follow from the assistant performing actions without approval,
for example messaging friends or creating invitations. (Com-
munications are often a source of privacy concerns [13, 83].)

“I would always have it [ask me] only when it’s going to send
something to someone else, like a person in my contacts or
something else.” (P4A)

Even if the assistant’s actions affected no one but the user
of the device, participants observed, they are still able to cause
annoyance or inconvenience, for example through unwanted
events being scheduled or alarms being set.

“If you’re having a discussion with someone and it comes
up, hey, should we cancel dinner for tomorrow? [. . . ] She
might automatically do that without hearing the end result,
or put random things on your calendar.” (P9B)

While the inconvenience stemming from such autonomous
actions may be judged as relatively minor, participants often
felt that it was these violations that permissions ought to be,
or were, guarding against.

4.2 Runtime permissions effectiveness
A major goal of this study was to observe how runtime per-
missions would perform in a semi-realistic setting.

Concept comprehension Overall, we observed that nearly
all participants understood how to use permissions right away.
The majority of permission requests in our study were ap-
proved; when participants denied one, it was typically because
they considered the service unnecessary, for example if the
assistant offered driving directions to a familiar destination.

One area where there may have been a gap in participants’
understanding was in the role of third-party apps. As part
of our overview, everyone heard that features—including the
most basic ones—were implemented by apps. Nonetheless,
participants never treated the apps as distinct from the assis-
tant. It is possible that this was an artifact of our study, since
we framed it as a test of the assistant in general. However,
researchers have observed similar confusion with existing
third-party skills [58], so the issue may be more universal.

Detecting inappropriate requests We found that our per-
missions system worked fairly well for preventing data cap-
ture by the “misbehaving” apps (§3.3). Participants denied
a large majority of permission requests from these apps,
whereas they allowed most requests from other apps. Many



also commented about the misbehaving apps, providing evi-
dence that they were paying attention and that the observed
behavior was anomalous and memorable.
“That made me very alert: why did they talk about bedtime
stories right now? It’s got nothing to do with what we were
talking about.” (P20A)

Some participants (less than a quarter of all cases) did allow
permission requests from misbehaving apps. This was primar-
ily due to lack of attention or some amount of habituation.

While some described the inappropriate permission re-
quests as weird or even “spooky,” most were not concerned
by them. Rather than evidence of an attempt at data capture,
people saw them as in line with bugs they had experienced
using current voice interfaces, for example due to speaking
English with an accent. Consistent with our observation that
participants did not clearly distinguish apps from the platform,
those who commented on inappropriate requests attributed
the mistakes to the assistant itself.
“It’s kind of like when Siri gets stuff wrong.” (P10A)
“Sometimes my accent makes me say the things or certain
words with a different tone or something. And the program
could misunderstand those types of things.” (P4B)

4.3 Runtime permissions perceptions
One of our main research goals was to collect first-hand feed-
back on the user experience of runtime permission requests.

Ask-every-time is annoying In the first session, the assis-
tant asked for permission on every potential data access. As
expected, everyone agreed that this resulted in too many per-
mission requests, describing the experience as “annoying”
and expressing a strong desire for fewer interruptions.

“That’s going to get on people’s nerves, okay?” (P3B)

Because they resulted in significantly fewer permission
requests, the streamlined permission modes (Rules and Learn-
ing) were received much more positively. However, beyond
that, there was not much consensus about the two modes and
their distinctive properties.

Advantages of Learning Between the two permission
modes, a slight majority preferred Learning. This group ex-
pressed trust in the automation to accurately learn their pref-
erences and explained that they were not concerned about it
making mistakes and granting inappropriate permissions.

“Well I don’t see any damage that it can do since it’s not
giving out any demands or orders anywhere.” (P13B)

Weaknesses of Rules Another reason people cited for pre-
ferring Learning was the cognitive overhead of the four per-
mission choices in the Rules variant. The extra options re-
quired more time to read and also made the decision more
complicated, since users had to think about whether they

wanted to allow an app always or just once. While delibera-
tion can help reduce the influence of heuristics and cognitive
biases [16], too much may turn users away from the product.

“It creates a sense of paralysis by analysis.” (P17A)

Furthermore, nearly half of participants expressed some
sort of confusion about this variant. Specifically, users were
uncertain about whether “always allow” referred to the spe-
cific app being always allowed, or if it was the specific speech
they uttered (for example, any app could always access the
location they just mentioned).

“It kind of got me more distracted, because I’m having to
stop to think about that.” (P14A)

“Is it that I don’t need to allow the music or is that allowing
the music allows all of the music apps?” (P5B)

Another concern was that rules were active forever. Some
assumed that was not the case, while others felt that it should
not be. Research in other domains has identified users’ de-
sire for more dynamic rules [63] as well as for automatic
data deletion and other forms of longitudinal privacy manage-
ment [18, 48, 60].

“Just as a regular consumer, I assume it was good for just
that day and then it would probably reset again.” (P16A)

“I hesitate to do it once or because I might change next time.
I’m not sure if next time I go I might change, so I debate on
should I use always or should I just use it once?” (P12B)

Advantages of Rules Those who preferred the Rules vari-
ant expressed a desire for greater control over the assistant.

“Sounds really like therapist stuff, but I feel like I have more
support with [Rules mode]. I felt like there was more hand-
holding going on. I felt like I had guidance.” (P16A)

This variant was also popular among those who dis-
trusted the assistant’s automation—or simply did not see it as
beneficial—and did not want it to make decisions on their be-
half, especially if they might have undesirable consequences.

“It’s like the AI would be the one controlling it. And I think,
in that situation, it’s, like, why are you asking permission if
you’re going to not ask for permission later?” (P23A)

Non-use of the review feature The review mode (in either
condition) also received mixed feedback. Only a minority
invoked it during the sessions, mostly out of curiosity. Many
said afterwards that they forgot about it, but some critiqued
its user experience or even the need for it.

“I find it difficult to use that feature, actually.” (P22B)
“I don’t need that. I trust [the assistant].” (P1A)

Most participants were not opposed to the idea of a review
feature and many claimed they would use it, with varying
frequency. The most common use case was if something sus-
picious happened, which is consistent with its use in existing



devices [56, 60]. Thus, the review feature’s relative unpopu-
larity may be an artifact of our study, and it may prove to be
more in demand with prolonged use of the assistant.

Similar to permissions, most saw the value of the review
feature in being able to oversee the apps’ actions and the
device’s understanding, rather than an audit mechanism to
verify that the apps and automation were not behaving badly.

“I wanted to see if not only I could see what apps I’ve ap-
proved, but also what I asked them to do. [. . . ] So that I
wouldn’t have any duplicate actions or events.” (P4A)

4.4 Trust in permissions
We wanted to know whether the permissions helped people
trust always-listening devices more.

Some see little value We found that a number of partici-
pants, especially those who were less concerned about their
privacy, did not see a strong reason for permissions.

“I see [permissions] more of like a redundancy. [. . . ] Buying
it and having it in my house is almost like implicit consent
as it is. ” (P17B)

Others appreciate the control Nonetheless, when
prompted, a little under half of participants commented that
permissions enabled their trust in the assistant.

“It makes me feel like I have the control for what I am allow-
ing and I’m not allowing. So that gives me a sense of trust.
Just because I feel like I’m the one making the decision.”
(P14A)

Supporters of permissions spoke about how they provided
a greater degree of control, which they wanted.

“If it’s hearing everything, you know that it’s already not
private, but you’re also wondering where this is going to. So
that gives you a little bit more room to control it.” (P10A)

The fact that this preference was common but not universal
could be a reflection of differences in the preferred level of
control displayed by different people: while some people are
interested in decision automation, others want only analysis
automation and to make decisions themselves [72].

Many, including those who liked having the permissions,
saw them as a way to control the suggestions, rather than a
privacy feature.

“For me, the only time I would deny is if it was trying to help
me too much. If it was something that I didn’t want to do
just yet.” (P4A)

Permissions don’t address all concerns Even those who
found permissions valuable did not see them as a comprehen-
sive solution. When presented with a scenario in which they
were reading a credit card number out loud near the assistant,
only one person stated that the permission system on its own

would provide adequate protection; the rest explained that
they would not feel comfortable relying on it alone.

“One of the main things that I think of is the app malfunction-
ing. What if the information did get through even despite
the permission?” (P15A)

Instead, people described other protective behaviors they
would engage in, such as leaving the room that had the smart
speaker or unplugging the device.

“I would go to another room. I don’t trust the microphones.
I’ve been told that microphones are never off.” (P16A)

Some pointed out that they were worried not only about
the apps but also about the device itself compromising their
privacy. This is an important reminder that the threat model
our study adopted is not fully aligned with that of real users.

“That doesn’t have to do with the apps. All this has to do
with Alva.” (P19A)

Retroactive auditing sufficient for those less privacy-
conscious In addition to the less-interrupting permission
modes that we tested, we also surveyed our subjects about a
design we refer to as “auditing,” in which an app’s permis-
sions requests are always approved automatically, but can
be reviewed at any time, using the same interface that was
provided for the other conditions. When we described this
design to our participants, many thought it was preferable to
all of the approaches they experienced first-hand. However,
we note that prior work suggests that, in practice, engagement
with such a review feature may be low [60].

“I’m kind of a lazy individual. I mean, I still get to control at
the end, that’s all that matters.” (P14B)

However, some had reservations about this approach, ex-
plaining that they felt that it took too much control out of their
hands and that it could be abused by apps.

“I always want to know, because the companies sneak in
those random ones [. . . ] and they’re just looking for some
free data for their pockets. I like to catch that.” (P21A)

4.5 Other desired privacy protections
Participants discussed a variety of additional controls they
wanted to see implemented and general privacy demands.
Turning listening off The ability to turn off the device’s
microphone was considered very important and helped our
interviewees feel more comfortable with the device. However,
studies of current smart speakers suggest that the mute button,
present in all of them, is rarely used [56].

“Just having a simple on/off switch, or just saying verbally,
‘Alva, turn yourself off!’ ” (P21B)

Some wanted always-listening to only occur on demand,
with the device not listening as its default behavior. User



studies have discovered analogous demands from users of
existing smart speakers [56].

“Maybe there should be a feature where it doesn’t listen to
you all the time, it’s an option when you want to start a
conversation.” (P6B)

However, five different people admitted that, if the always-
listening mode existed, they would forget to turn it off.

“The logical thing to do would be to turn it off, but if they’re
always there, I think I would just forget that.” (P23A)

Voice identification More than half of participant pairs in-
dependently requested a voice identification feature, in which
the device should only respond to recognized voices and po-
tentially treat different people or voices differently. Similar
features are available in existing voice assistants as Alexa’s
Voice Profiles [11] and Google Assistant’s Voice Match [40].
Voice authentication is also offered by many banks [43].

“You can select that Alva should only detect some voices.
Maybe it’s my voice. It can only do tasks after it hears my
voice. And if it’s someone else’s voice, it just mutes.” (P11A)

Parental controls Many also independently suggested
parental controls as an important feature. While such controls
are used relatively infrequently by parents of teenagers [39],
the participants in our study generally sought protection for
much younger children [70].

“Does Alva have a way to block off a toddler? Because
our son can talk now. If he figures this out, he can send
reminders non-stop every day.” (P7B)

Parents had different views about how much access their
children should have. Some felt that the device should ignore
children’s voices altogether, while others simply wanted to
get age-appropriate content.

“It would be me and my wife and then the kids would be
excluded.” (P5A)

“If something was going to be kind of inappropriate or like
18+ type content, then a pop-up or a preference allowance
or warning would come up.” (P21B)

Passwords and other prohibitions Other controls people
came up with included limits on the times of day when the
device would operate.

“If I could maybe set up some times when Alva should be
muted, then I think that would be good. Like if it could only
hear me in the morning or in the evening and not apart from
that.” (P22A)

Another recurring suggestion was per-user passwords that
would restrict access to data on the device.

“There could be an option of putting a password that could
enable Alva to recognize yourself as the owner” (P2A)

Participants may have been inspired by a variety of current
systems; most relevantly, Alexa already offers the option to set
a 4-digit “voice code” which is used to confirm purchases and
prevent accidental orders [9]. However, research has found
that this approach does not meet everyone’s security needs,
especially in higher-risk scenarios [75].

Other suggestions included “stop” words that would direct
the device to stop recording, blocklists of specific words, and
filtering if the conversation turns to certain topics. These
approaches, while not available in present devices, appear
practical based on techniques in published research [86].

“I would have a list of banned words. Financial, order, what-
ever. Social Security, tax, financial, money, cash.” (P1A)

“I would want some type of masking to automatically happen,
if it’s possible.” (P19A)

Business practices Participants brought up other privacy
expectations for always-listening platforms that focused on
how the companies operated.

One requirement was a rigorous review process that all
apps for the device would have to undergo, analogous to that
used by smartphone app stores.

“The main security feature is I would want Alva to monitor
anything that looks suspicious.” (P17B)

Today’s voice assistant platforms already require third-
party skills to undergo “certification” [10]; however, this ver-
ification process may become more difficult for proactive
assistants, if they allow their apps the same level of freedom
and flexibility allowed by our architecture.

Multiple participants said that they wanted to be compen-
sated in the event a data breach occurred. Some responses
suggested a belief that there are existing policies or laws that
provide for this. Such misunderstandings of privacy regula-
tions are long-standing and well-documented [87].

“You get your money back and like a compensation type of
thing. You know, like in the privacy article.” (P15A)

One respondent explained that they hoped developers
would only collect the data they need, a strategy recognizable
as data minimization, which is a requirement of regulations
such as GDPR [35].

“If it’s not using it to work or to search for us, then it doesn’t
need it and it shouldn’t sell it.” (P21A)

Participants also discussed other privacy factors that they
found important. Among them was having a privacy policy
that promised to respect their data, as well as providing secu-
rity disclosures. These may be satisfied by requirements that
arise from laws such as CCPA [1].



“I just want an assurance of my privacy and maybe its safety
and reliability information.” (P2B)

Others brought up that their decision about adopting the
device would be influenced by the manufacturer’s reputation
and their business model.
“I would be concerned about the company collecting and
selling data, so I would probably search about how they
operate.” (P21A)

5 Discussion

This study collected people’s perceptions of proactive assis-
tants, their privacy preferences, reactions to runtime permis-
sions, and suggestions for other privacy controls.

5.1 Proactive assistant reactions
Many will welcome proactive assistants One basic obser-
vation from our study is that there was no wholesale rejection
of proactive listening as creepy or excessive. Our participant
sample is biased: we recruited people who were willing to be
interviewed (and recorded) and many were already owners
of smart speakers and other IoT devices. Still, we believe
that smart speakers have paved the way for proactivity: our
interviewees described it as a natural extension of present-day
functionality. Even if our sample is not representative, there
is evidently a market opportunity manufacturers may pursue.

Concerns center on actions and consequences While par-
ticipants were open to proactive assistants, nearly all also ex-
pressed privacy concerns about them. Promisingly, the most
common concerns seem plausible to overcome. With proac-
tive assistants, people seem most worried about impactful
activities: an assistant taking autonomous actions that carry
financial, social, or personal consequences for the user. This
result echoes recent findings about people’s hesitance towards
solely automated decision making [44], and can also be seen,
through the lens of contextual integrity [69], as concerns about
unintended flows. On the other hand, looking up information
for ambient suggestions was seen as safe. From a designer’s
perspective, this appears straightforward to address by ensur-
ing the assistant (or app) confirms with or notifies the user
about any actions it is taking, such as making purchases or set-
ting alarms. Allowing this feedback over multiple modalities
may make it more convenient for the user in case, for example,
they are too far away to see the display, or, conversely, the
environment is too loud for the assistant to be heard.

Standard sensitive content should be excluded When it
comes to the assistant simply hearing information (as opposed
to taking actions), the concerns voiced by participants were
similar for everyone. They centered primarily around a few
sensitive data types, such as financial information or gossip,

which is consistent with findings about privacy concerns gen-
erally [22, 73] as well as documented concerns about smart
homes [14] and voice assistants specifically [3]. An impli-
cation of this finding for system developers is that they can
assuage users’ concerns, to a high degree, by blocking any
app from hearing speech about financial, medical, or personal
information. While these will vary in how easy they are to
implement (detecting credit card numbers seems much more
tractable compared with identifying gossip), this appears to
be a promising research direction and likely an effective way
of winning the trust of many potential users.

Intra-household controls needed Our interviews pro-
vided evidence for the well-known fact that people are con-
cerned about protecting their privacy not just from apps,
strangers, and other third parties, but also within the house-
hold [4, 19, 38, 51, 95]. As many participants suggested, voice
identification could help: assistants could use it to limit access
to interaction history, preferences, and other personal data.

5.2 Takeaways about runtime permissions
Our testing illuminated both positive and negative aspects of
runtime permissions for proactive assistants.

Permissons, with architecture, help catch bad requests
Permissions showed potential as a way of fending off inap-
propriate data access by apps, as most participants effectively
identified and blocked the misbehaving apps in our study. For
many, permissions also increased their trust in the device and
gave them a sense of control, which they described as very
important, especially for a device in such a sensitive setting.

Proposed permission designs show promise, face adop-
tion challenges As a user experience for assistants, runtime
permissions showed some promise, as participants understood
them and were able to use them effectively. They were also
quite successful methodologically, as an interactive and en-
gaging way to elicit privacy attitudes and requirements. How-
ever, none of the permission modes we tested is likely to
yield a user experience that would be acceptable for a real
product. As predicted, no one—even those who were more
privacy-conscious and wanted greater control—was happy
being prompted every time an app wanted to access data.
Reactions to the less-interrupting designs were much more
positive, as participants appreciated their streamlined nature;
still, they exhibited limitations of their own.

The Rules design provided the option to “always” allow or
deny requests for specific combinations of apps and data types.
People saw it as more usable than ask-every-time, while still
leaving the user in control, which was especially welcome to
those who were less trusting of the system. That sense of con-
trol may be misleading, however, as the relatively permanent
nature of rules may lead people to forget about the permis-
sions they granted. This is exacerbated by the fact that many
were confused about what exactly they were allowing. Fi-
nally, a majority felt that having four options on every request



was too cognitively taxing. These pain points suggest that
the Rules design, in its current form, would face challenges if
adopted as a general-purpose permissions approach.

In contrast, the Learning design has the advantage of a sim-
pler user experience. However, a sizeable minority of partici-
pants (even in our, potentially biased, sample) were unwilling
to give up control over data access to a black-box algorithm.
The development of an algorithm that can effectively learn
people’s preferences across a variety of contexts also remains
an open research question, though it can build on existing
work on predicting privacy preferences [3,17,26,29,32,57,93],
which also show that a promising strategy may be to combine
Rules and Learning approaches.

One interesting challenge for machine learning-based ap-
proaches to inferring people’s preferences is the way partic-
ipants used permission requests: they denied them not only
when they considered the access inappropriate but also (and
more commonly) when the provided service was not useful
in that moment. Lacking a way to distinguish between these
two reasons for denying requests, a model trained on this data
may reach incorrect conclusions. This may be a fruitful av-
enue for future research, but for now, these challenges cast
the practicality of the Learning approach into further doubt.

We also surveyed our subjects about “auditing,” in which
permissions were approved automatically, but subject to re-
view after the fact. For the more privacy-conscious, this was
unacceptable, but the majority actually preferred it, since it
did away entirely with irksome interruptions from the per-
mission requests. Yet our findings suggest that adopting this
variant would likely lead to poor privacy outcomes. People
would be unlikely to make use of the review feature, as evi-
denced by this study and experience with other systems [60].
This would be exacerbated by the misunderstanding many
users have about the distinction between the assistant itself
and third-party apps for it.

5.3 Design recommendations
While better or more practical approaches may emerge in
the future, what if someone were trying to build a proactive
assistant today? The most effective tactic may be to combine
the strategies that emerged as most promising from this study.
Concretely, we would recommend that an assistant have some
of the following features.

First, since so many participants were uncomfortable with
the assistant making consequential decisions independently,
any actions that trigger consequences beyond ambient infor-
mation display would be subject to manual approval at run-
time. Feedback to and from the assistant should be be sup-
ported through multiple modalities (e.g., on-screen and using
voice), as many pointed out that audio is better when they are
not in front of the device, but that there are also times when
background noise makes the screen a more effective medium.

While privacy is context-dependent, some data types are

universally seen as more sensitive and deserve special scrutiny.
To account for this, the platform should, by default, identify
and block access to any financial information and other known
sensitive topics. Users might review a list of such topics dur-
ing setup, and exceptions could be made on a case-by-case
basis (e.g., for banking apps).

The majority of our participants were not comfortable with
always-on continuous listening, despite acknowledging its
convenience. As a result, we believe that a privacy-friendly
default would be to allow users to opt in to “online” proac-
tive listening only for specific conversations or short periods
of time. The rest of the time, the assistant would operate on-
demand, like current voice assistants. In this setup, since users
would opt into the listening deliberately, there is a greater
expectation for conversations to be analyzed and therefore a
reduced need for interrupting permission requests; these could
instead be automatically approved. However, they should still
be auditable after the conversation has ended, since partici-
pants expressed a desire to be able to go back and review the
assistant’s behavior. Because most people express confusion
between apps and the first-party assistant [59], during these
listening sessions (as well as at other times), users should be
made aware of which specific apps are accessing their conver-
sation, as well as whether they are first- or third-party [77]. In-
spired by recommendations from our participants, the device
should feature voice identification (to restrict users’ access to
their own data) and parental controls.

While this proposed prototype may not procure perfect pri-
vacy, it would significantly enhance it compared with other ap-
proaches where apps might always be listening, and it would
address many of the concerns and user experience pain points
perceived as part of our probe. Future work could explore
whether there are permission designs or approaches that were
not part of our study, which would yield a more favorable user
experience or stronger privacy guarantees.

As assistant platforms prosper and proceed in popularity,
perhaps progressing into proactivity, pressure will persist
to provide proper protections from their potential problems;
while not perfectly practical, and plainly no panacea, permis-
sions proffer promising performance, which plenty of people
perspicuously prefer to the present predicament of pitifully
poor privacy.
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Appendices

A Conversation prompts

For each of the three rounds of the study (§3.3), participants
were given a different prompt to guide their conversation
with their partner. This section includes the specific directions
provided to the participants, as well as the list of apps that
was “active” for that conversation. In verbal instructions, we
explained that these were suggestions, rather than a script to
follow, and that participants were free to deviate from them,
as long as they stayed with the main topic.

A.1 Task 1
Dinner + shopping Your task is to arrange to cook dinner
with your partner. You can decide things like:

• which day you’ll be cooking
• who will be doing the cooking
• what you will cook
• what recipe you will use (feel free to find one online!)
• whether you have the necessary ingredients for the recipe
• which ingredients you need to buy
• where you’ll go to buy those ingredients
• when you’ll do that shopping

As you work on this task, Alva’s apps may try to offer
helpful suggestions on its screen or out loud.

Installed apps Here are some of the apps installed on your
device:

• Supermarket helper

• Recipe search
• Shopping list
• Reminders
• Maps
• Calendar
• Social network

A.2 Task 2
Booking a weekend trip Your task is to plan an outing for
this weekend with your partner. As part of your conversation,
you might:

• Discuss availability and other conflicting events
• Discuss budget
• Choose destination
• Look up things to do
• Choose activities
• Look up directions
• Decide on where to eat
• Talk about whom you want to invite along

Installed apps

• Maps
• Calendar
• Social network
• Travel info
• Weather
• Flights (and other tickets)
• Lodging
• Coupons

A.3 Task 3
Booking a vacation Your task is to plan a vacation together
with your partner. As part of your conversation, you might:

• Choose travel dates
• Discuss budget
• Choose destination
• Look up things to do
• Choose activities
• Search for tickets
• Decide on where to stay

Installed apps

• Maps
• Calendar
• Social network
• Travel info
• Weather
• Flights (and other tickets)
• Lodging
• Coupons



B Interview guide

B.1 Round 1 (ask-every-time)

B.1.1 General impressions

• Please give us your general impressions of being an Alva
device user. What did you like about it? What did you
dislike?

B.1.2 Why do people deny requests?

• I noticed you denied (or didn’t approve) app _’s permis-
sion request. Can you explain why?

B.1.3 General feedback about permission prompts

• What did you think of Alva’s permission requests (in
general)?

– Understandability

* Were they clear or were they confusing?
* Did they provide enough information?

– Modality

* Would you prefer to receive these requests in
some other way?

* What did you think about receiving them on
the device’s screen? (instead of on your phone,
etc.)

– Attention

* Were the notifications effective at getting your
attention?

* Do you think, in a real situation, you’d notice
or interact with these requests?

* Would you want them to draw more attention
to the notification? (e.g., louder noise) Or less?

– Distractingness

* Were the requests too distracting?
* Do you think they should be more noticeable

or less?

B.2 Round 2

B.2.1 Condition-specific UX questions

Learning

• Do you think Alva accurately learned your preferences?
(Please explain.)

• Would you want your preferences learned in this way (if
the learning were more accurate)?

B.2.2 General privacy questions about this specific con-
dition

• Assuming you had an Alva, how willing would you be
to install apps — either new ones or the ones from today

• Did you (want to) review the decisions made by the
learning?
— on it?

• Overall, how do you feel about your privacy with respect
to Alva?

– Do you feel that your privacy is adequately pro-
tected?

– If not, why not? What scenario are you envision-
ing? What’s missing?

B.3 Round 3 / exit interview

B.3.1 Condition-specific UX questions

Rules/heuristics

• Did you (want to) review the decisions made by the rule?
• Did you regret your decision to make it a rule? Are there

choices the rule made that you would’ve preferred it
didn’t?

• Would you have wanted a more (or less) restrictive rule?
“only allow locations when I said _”

• (if no rule ever used) Why didn’t you make use of the
“always allow/deny” option?

B.3.2 Comparing Alva 1 vs 2

• How did the experiences of Alva 1 and Alva 2 compare
for you?

– Which Alva version does each of you prefer?
Why?

– Did you find the differences between the two Alva
versions meaningful? (Please explain.) How strong
is this preference? Is it only because I’m asking?
Would you only use one of them, or you prefer one
but it’s not that big a deal?

– What are the pros and cons of each version?
– Did you prefer the user experience one or the other?
– Do you trust one or the other more?

• Would you be comfortable having a conversation that
involves sensitive topics, if you knew the apps from
today’s session would be listening (but they’d still have
to request permission before sharing any data)?
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